Abstract-Exploration strategies are used to guide mobile robots in building maps of environments. Usually, exploration strategies work greedily by evaluating a number of candidate observation positions on the basis of a utility function and selecting the best one. The utility functions are defined in an ad hoc manner as the composition of values measuring different features of a candidate observation position, such as the travelling cost and the estimated information gain. In this paper, we propose a more general way to define an exploration strategy through multi-objective optimization. In our approach, the values of the features are kept separated without combining them in a particular utility function. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robot mapping deals with building spatial representations of the environments in which the robots operate [1] . A mapping process is often implemented in an incremental way: the map grows as data about the environment are collected at different positions. One of the most important operations that are performed during mapping is the greedy selection of the next best observation position in which the robot will move to acquire new data. An exploration strategy determines the observation positions the robot reaches during the mapping process. Usually, exploration strategies evaluate a number of candidate observation positions on the basis of different features (including, for example, the travelling cost and the estimated information gain) and select the best one.
In this paper, we propose a multi-objective exploration strategy for mobile robots that determines the next best observation position. Our strategy considers three features to characterize an observation position: the travelling cost, the information gain, and the precision of the localization of the robots. A multi-objective exploration strategy represents a more rational approach to evaluate candidate observation positions than those proposed in literature. Often, these approaches use value functions to measure the features that determine the "interest" of an observation position and then combine the returned values in an ad hoc global utility function that is maximized in order to find the next best observation position [2] , [3] . Our multi-objective approach provides a more general way to evaluate a position because it does not combine the values of the features in a particular utility function but keeps them separated. The proposed approach works both for single robots and for multirobot systems. We experimentally validated our exploration strategy by comparing it with other exploration strategies proposed in literature in different kinds of environments.
We represent the map of the environment as a collection of 2D segments. We suppose the robots equipped with range sensors able to acquire spatial information around them. More precisely, the sensors are supposed to be placed at the same height, to be omni-directional with a given maximum range, and to return data represented as collection of segments. For example, the robots can exploit laser range sensors or cameras (with adequate post-processing of the images). The data acquired by a robot in an observation position constitute what we call a partial map.
This paper is structured as follows. The next section reviews some exploration strategies to evidence the novelty of our approach. The proposed multi-objective exploration strategy is presented in Section III and is experimentally validated in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II. EXPLORATION STRATEGIES
A "good" exploration strategy for guiding the process of map building should be: efficient, to cover the environment as fast as possible, accurate, to build a precise and reliable map, and adaptable, to work in different kinds of environments (e.g., in large open spaces as well as in cluttered offices). Exploration strategies are usually defined to trade-off the above requirements in choosing the view points during map building. The maps produced by a map building process can have different representations: geometrical (grids [3] , points [4] , segments [2] ) or topological [5] . In this paper, we concentrate on the exploration strategies rather independently from the map representation (we return on this topic in Section V).
Several systems, based on different exploration strategies, have been developed for autonomous robotic exploration; we classify them in two main approaches. Systems of the first class use predefined trajectories along which the robot moves and collects observations [6] , [7] . The definition of these trajectories needs a priori information about the environment to be explored. In general, such information is not available and effective predefined trajectories cannot be constructed. Systems of the second class, called next-best-view systems [2] , [4] , [8] - [11] , are more flexible in adapting to different environments. In next-best-view exploration, the observation positions, and therefore the trajectories along which the robot moves, are computed during the exploration. Usually, the robot finds, at each step, the next best observation position from which gathering information about the environment. The nature of the process is thus inherently greedy (although some attempts to use a predictive model of the environment have been done [12] ). The general structure of a next-best-view exploration process is shown in Fig. 1 . The first operation of the process is the selection of the next best observation position. This choice is usually performed by evaluating a set of candidate observation positions through a utility function: the candidate with the highest utility value is chosen as the new observation position. The utility function captures in a value the "interest" of an observation position. The next-best-view systems mainly differ in the form of their utility functions.
The measurable features that are considered to evaluate a candidate observation position in the utility functions are: the travelling cost to reach the position, the expected information gain from the position, and, in the multirobot case, the dispersion of the robots. Sometimes, since the precise localization of the robot is an important issue in mapping [1] , also the expected amount of the overlap between the partial map that will be acquired from the observation position and the current global map is considered. For example, this feature is explicitly considered in the utility function in [4] and is used as a threshold to discard candidates in [2] (in [10] exact localization of the robots is implicitly assumed). All these features are measurable in ways that heavily depend on the map representation adopted. For example, information gain is measured as the expected uncertainty reduction on sensed points in [4] or as the expected reduction of entropy of the probabilistic beliefs of the cells involved in a measurement of the sensor [10] .
The above features are usually combined in a single utility function f (p) that globally evaluates a candidate observation position p. The form of f (·) is determined in an ad hoc manner or, in few cases, is more mathematically grounded. For example, the simplest utility function is the cost of reaching an observation position [9] , [11] . Other systems use utility functions that compose two different features, for example the travelling cost and the expected uncertainty of the map after the observation are composed linearly in [10] or according to a relative entropy approach in [4] . In [2] , the cost and the expected new information gained with the observation are considered. More precisely, the utility function is a combination of the cost c(p) of reaching an observation position p from the current position of the robot and of the new obtainable information from p, estimated by the area A(p) of unknown environment potentially visible from p (λ weights travelling cost and information gain):
In [8] , the travelling cost is split in two distinct features: the Euclidean distance and the angle of the candidate position p to the current position of the robot. These two features are then combined with the estimated information gain from p to obtain the utility function. The optimization of f (·) gives the next best observation position. The particular structure of f (·) tries to tradeoff among the features, because often they cannot be all optimized independently; for instance, given an environment, the information gain is not independent from the travelled distance since "interesting" positions can be far away from the current position of the robot.
Although most of the work in robotic exploration concerns single robot systems, in the last years some multirobot systems for exploration have been proposed, usually employing the next-best-view approach [3] , [13] . Multirobot nextbest-view systems roughly perform the same operations of Fig. 1 with the difference that pairs robot -position are determined. At each iteration, a robot in the system is chosen and is associated to its next best observation position. As in the single robot case, the new position is the argument that maximizes a utility function. For example, in [3] the utility function is the composition of the cost of reaching an observation position and the benefit of visiting that position, that, in turn, depends on the proximity of other robots. More precisely, the utility function is:
where c(p, r i ) is the cost of reaching the observation position p for the robot r i , while u(p) is the benefit of visiting p. The benefit decreases with the presence of other robots in the vicinity of p, in such a way that the dispersion of robots in different areas of the environment is stimulated. β weights the relative importance of benefit versus cost. There are also hybrid approaches that combine predefined trajectories and next-best-view systems. For example, in [14] , [15] , an exploration strategy that select an exploration path from a parameterized class of paths is proposed.
The multi-objective exploration strategy proposed in this paper aims at setting up a more systematic framework in which the different features can be combined together in a way that is more general than the ad hoc utility functions used in literature.
III. A MULTI-OBJECTIVE EXPLORATION STRATEGY
We adopt an approach to exploration that finds the next best observation position with a multi-objective optimization technique. Our technique elegantly keeps separated the features that define the "interest" of candidate observation positions. This separation allows to flexibly change the set of features used to evaluate a position. Our approach fits in the general schema of next-best-view systems of Fig. 1 .
A. Map Representation
We store the map in two lists of segments, that represent the obstacles and the boundary of the unexplored area. The first list, called obstacle list, stores the segments representing the edges of the observed obstacles; while the second list, called free edge list, stores the segments representing the free edges of the map, namely the boundaries between explored and unexplored areas. (Similar data structures are used, for example, in [2] .) The map is updated once new sensorial data, namely a partial map (a collection of segments), are acquired by a robot. The lists of segments are updated by inserting the segments of the partial map. During this operation, segments that are collinear and consecutive are fused together to reduce the dimensions of the lists. Additionally, for efficiency purposes, we keep a list of polygons to represent the free space in which the robots can safely move. An example of map is shown in Fig. 2 .
B. Candidate Evaluation
The features we use to evaluate a candidate observation position p follow. The travelling cost c(p) is simply computed as the total length of the segments forming the path that connects the current position of the robot to p (Fig. 4(a) ). A Fig. 3 . Two paths connecting the current position of the robot and a candidate position, in this case the lower path is chosen number of paths are planned that connect the two positions and that avoid the obstacles by following their edges; among these paths the shortest one is selected, as shown in Fig. 3 . The expected information gain i(p) is evaluated as the total length of the segments in the free edge list that are visible from the candidate position; considering visible the segments (or their portions) that fall inside the circle modelling the sensorial view of the robot (Fig. 4(b) ). Finally, the expected overlap o(p) between the new sensorial data and the information already stored in the map is calculated as the total length of segments in the obstacle list that are visible from the candidate position (Fig. 4(c) ). Note that all the features can be calculated given the current map.
To adapt our approach to multirobot exploration, we introduce the concept of penalization: in calculating the information gain the length of a segment s belonging to the free edge list is penalized if it is in view of more robots, according to the function:
where P (r i ) represents the penalization due to the robot r i , S(r i ) is the sensorial range of robot r i , L is the length of the segment s, d(s, r i ) is the distance between the segment s and the current position of robot r i . The quantities P (r i ) (for all r i ) are subtracted to the length L of s to obtain the contribution to information gain given by s in presence of other robots. In such a way the dispersion of the robots in different regions of the environment is encouraged. Note that the penalized length of a segment can be negative; although a lower threshold can be imposed, we do not use it in order to maximize the spreading of the robots.
C. The Proposed Exploration Strategy
The algorithm that implements the exploration strategy we propose is described in the following.
(1) The first step is the generation of a set of possible candidate observation positions. We generate these candidates randomly along the free edges of the map. In the implemented system, we generate a candidate observation position for each segment belonging to the free edge list that is longer than a given threshold (1.5 units in our experiments). 
A candidate p is Paretooptimal if it is not dominated by any other candidate. (3) Usually several Pareto-optimal candidates exist, but only one new position is needed for an exploring robot, so a choice between the Pareto-optimal candidates must be carried out. We implemented this choice according to the concept of distance from the ideal solution [16] . In our case, the ideal solution is an ideal observation position that has the best values for all the features (i.e., best travelling cost, best information gain, and best overlap). Usually, such an ideal position does not exist. We choose the best Pareto-optimal candidate as the one that is nearest to the ideal position, according to the following distance function:
where p is a Pareto-optimal candidate; c m , i M , and o M are the minimum travelling cost, the maximum information gain, and the maximum overlap obtained from the individual optimization (over the Pareto-optimal candidates) of c(·), i(·), and o(·), respectively; and c(p), i(p), and o(p) are the cost, the new information, and the overlap for p, respectively. Note that the selection of the best Pareto-optimal candidate could be done in other ways (see Section V). Moreover, in our approach, this third step is the only one in which the values of the features are fused together to obtain an evaluation of a candidate observation position condensed in a single quantity.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ACTIVITY

A. Experimental Setting
To test our multi-objective exploration strategy, we included it in a multirobot exploration system. We suppose that a central agent, the strategist, coordinates the actions of several exploring robots, choosing the observation positions that the robots have to visit (this approach resembles that Fig. 5 . Operations of the strategist of [3] ). The operations performed by the strategist during the exploration process are shown in Fig. 5 . At each iteration, a robot is selected among those available in the system. Then, the strategist chooses the next best observation position for the robot. The position is assigned to the robot that autonomously navigates to reach it and acquires data from there. Finally, the partial maps collected by the robots in the observation positions are integrated within the global map by the strategist that broadcasts the updated global map to all robots. This multirobot exploration system has been kept as simple as possible because we are interested in comparatively studying the properties of different exploration strategies. Note that, although only a robot is selected at each iteration, this is not a limiting factor. After the initial step and given that the assignment of a position to a robot is faster than robot navigation and data acquisition, it is unlikely that more than one robot will be available at the beginning of an iteration. We developed a software simulator, in which it is possible to define the environment to be explored, the number of exploring robots, their maximum sensor ranges, and their initial positions. The simulator was implemented in C++, using the LEDA libraries [17] for data structures and graphics.
With this simulator we tested the performances of our multi-objective strategy by comparing it with other next-bestview strategies described in literature. We implemented the three following alternative strategies. The first one, called 'Greedy', uses the simplest utility function: the travelling cost for reaching a new observation position [9] , [11] . The second strategy, called 'Latombe', uses the utility function (1). The third alternative strategy we considered, called 'Burgard', is a multirobot strategy: at each step, the strategist chooses the pair observation position p -robot r i that optimizes the utility function (2). In the original formulation reported in [3] , the benefit is reduced according to a probabilistic model, in order to penalize the observation positions which are likely to be within the range of the sensors of more robots. In our implementation of this strategy, after each assignment of an observation position p to a robot r, we penalize the benefit , r) is the distance between the current position of r and p. We set λ = 0.2 (in (1)) and β = 0.001 (in (2)). We experimentally determined these values to obtain reasonable values of the corresponding utility functions (the original papers do not give much details on how to set these values).
The tests were carried out in three different environments. The first one (called yhdeksan) is composed of a large room with several small obstacles ( Fig. 6(a) ), the second environment (called kymmenen) is composed of a large room with three large obstacles (Fig. 6(b) ), while the last environment (called yksitoista) is composed of five rooms connected by narrow passages (Fig. 6(c) ). The diagonals of the environments are about 150 units. An example of exploration performed according to our multi-objective strategy with three robots is reported in Fig. 7 . Note that the robots spread uniformly in the environment and quickly map it.
B. Experimental Results
We carried out several tests, varying the environment to be explored, the number of robots (1 or 3), their maximum sensors ranges (7 or 15 units), and their initial positions (grouped or sparse in the environment). The list of tests is reported in Table I . For each test, we have performed 10 runs choosing at random the initial positions of the robots and the candidate observation positions (see previous section). The average results over the 10 runs for each test are shown in Table II (best performances are in bold). Two parameters have been considered to compare the performances of the exploration strategies: the number of simulation steps (that is equal to the number of sensing operations) needed to complete the exploration and the total distance travelled by the robots during the exploration (according to [10] , [15] ). Note that the performances of the exploration strategies drastically improve when the sensor range of the robots is larger. The effects of augmenting the number of exploring robots are not always evident, but this point requires further investigations. In general, the performances are slightly differentiated in the three environments. Our multi-objective strategy is effective when evaluated in terms of number of steps. According to this parameter, the multi-objective strategy is almost always the best one, showing improvements over the other strategies in all the considered exploration situations. This demonstrates the adaptability of our system test # environment # of robots sensor range initial positions to different kinds of environments. Considering the distance, our multi-objective strategy does not produce any significant improvement with respect to the other strategies, probably because the multi-objective strategy does not consider the travelling cost as a dominant factor in choosing observation positions. Moreover, only the multi-objective strategy explicitly considers the overlap between the new sensorial data and the old information already in the map. For this reason its performances in terms of travelled distance are penalized. However, the approach can offer great advantages in the localization, which is a fundamental issue in exploration with real robots and which is usually performed by geometrically matching the newly acquired partial map with the current global map. According to a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test [18] , the difference between the four methods is not statistically significant (F = 0.890 and p = 0.446 for the number of steps and F = 0.931 and p = 0.425 for the distance).
In our experiments, the Pareto-optimal candidates, among which the next best observation position is selected, are about one third of the number of the candidate observation positions that are reachable from the current robot position. The percentage of Pareto-optimal candidates tends to decrease as the exploration goes on. However, these issues require further investigations. The introduction of penalization in our multi-objective strategy generally reduces the total distance travelled since the robots are better dispersed along the free edges of the environment. This is the most evident difference between our exploration strategy and the others we considered.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented an exploration strategy that determines the next best observation position by combining different features in a multi-objective optimization. The experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach when compared with other exploration strategies presented in literature. Although the experimental activity presented here has been based on simulation (used often for evaluating exploration strategies [3] , [10] , [15] ) we performed also some experiments with a real robot (a Robuter mobile platform equipped with a SICK LMS200 laser range scanner). The real robot substituted one of the simulated robots of our system. To simulate a omni-directional range sensor, the robot rotates on the spot, takes four consecutive scans (with headings separated by 90 degrees), and aligns the scans to obtain a partial map. The main issues that have to be dealt with before using real robots in our current system are: the refinement of the path planning algorithm, with particular attention to collision avoidance, the translation of the simulated navigation to the primitive movements of the robot, and the management of the uncertainty that affects the data acquired by the laser range scanner (this issue impacts, for example, on the fusion of the segments when inserted in the lists that are used to store the map). The preliminary results obtained with real robots confirm the feasibility of our multi-objective approach to autonomous exploration; however, further work is needed. Moreover, future work will address the study of alternative techniques (instead of choosing the candidate nearest to the ideal position) to select the best candidate among the Paretooptimal ones. An interesting option could be to change the way the best candidate is selected as the map grows; for example, a selection technique could favor the initial dispersion of the robots and another selection technique could increase the precision of the map when a significant part of the environment has already been mapped. Finally, we aim to investigate the relations between map representation (e.g., segments or grids) and exploration strategies.
